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1979: EMC – 9







m_W = 80 GeV?

1982: W – 1
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Physics Letters B122, 24 February 1983, Pages 103-116:
Experimental observation of isolated large transverse 

energy electrons with associated missing energy at 
root(s)=540 GeV  

UA1 Collaboration, CERN, G. Arnison, et al.

We report the results of two searches made on data recorded at 
the CERN SPS Proton-Antiproton Collider: one for isolated 
large-ET electrons, the other for large-ET neutrinos using the 
technique of missing transverse energy. Both searches 
converge to the same events, which have the signature of a two-
body decay of a particle of mass  80 GeV/c. The topology as well 
as the number of events fits well the hypothesis that they are 
produced by the process pbar + p W^+/- + X, with 
W^+/- →e^+/- + ν; where W^+/- is the Intermediate Vector Boson 
postulated by the unified theory of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03702693


Fast forward a few years…
---demise of Isabelle 1983
---development of RHIC proposal for heavy

ion physics soon after
---polarized proton program at AGS mid 80s
---EMC: deep inelastic scattering of high

energy polarized muons with a polarized
proton target: (q + qbar) carry little of the
proton spin!—1988/9



EMC at CERN:  J. Ashman et al., NPB 328, 1 (1989):
polarized muons probing polarized protons

)%syst(14)stat(912 ±±=∆+∆+∆=∆Σ sdu “proton spin crisis”



1990: Polarized Collider Workshop at Penn 
State:

What else carries the proton spin ? 

→ How are gluons polarized ?
→ How large are parton orbital angular mom.?

1993: proposal to collide polarized protons
in RHIC



High Energy Polarimetry??

• use inclusive pion production?
---1991 result from E704 at Fermilab

• use p-p elastic scattering at medium t?
---traditional, but A_N ~ 1/p, 1% in RHIC
energy range

• use p-p in Coulomb-Nuclear Interference 
region?
---unknown hadronic spin flip contribution
---would use H jet in RHIC--slow



Asymmetry in inclusive pion production

ZGS (12 GeV/c)               Fermilab (200 GeV/c)

Phys. Lett.  B261(1991)201
Phys. Lett.  B264(1991)462Phys. Rev. D.18 (1978) 3939-3945



…toward RHIC polarimetry: the
first RBRC Workshop



…first there was a question about pi asymmetries
and a nuclear target—multiple interactions in nucleus…

AGS E925 spectrometer and 
polarimeter



Asymmetry in Inclusive Pion Production 
E925 AGS

• Beam momentum 
21.6 GeV/c 

• First measurement with 
a nuclear target

• No discernable target 
dependence

• So much for the 
theoretical worry

pi^+

pi^-

Phys. Lett. B459, 412 (1999)



p-p Elastic, Coulomb-Nuclear 
Interference

…from single
photon exchange

helicity flip

proton g-2

(original work:
Schwinger 1948;
Lapidus and
Kopeliovich 
1974)

-t = .003

A_N = .045



…besides p-p CNI, which would be a very slow
measurement, p-A CNI!



Bill Lozowski of IU: ultra thin C targets for 
stripping foils at IUCF



C target:
5.5 microns x
200 Angstroms

x 2 inches (!)

Glue

Frame



Setup for pC scattering – the RHIC polarimeters

Ultra thin Carbon ribbon 
Target

(3.5µg/cm2, 5µm wide)
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p-Carbon CNI  RHIC

EC, keV

TOF, ns Typical mass reconstruction

Carbon

Prompts
Alpha

Carbon

Prompts

MR, GeV

Alpha

Phi dependence:
6 detectors, 72 strips

Note: Si detectors from
BNL Instrumentation



Results from p-carbon CNIResults from p-carbon CNI

zero hadronic 
spin-flip

With hadronic 
spin-flip (E950)

Phys.Rev.Lett.,89,052302(2002)

pC Analyzing Power

Ebeam = 100 GeVEbeam = 100 GeV

unpublished

RHIC 2004

E_beam = 21.6 GeV
(AGS 1999)



…to carry the 22 GeV measurement
to 100 GeV



RBRC Workshop 1 became a PRD:
The spin dependence of high-energy proton scattering.

Nigel H. Buttimore (Trinity Coll., Dublin) , B.Z. Kopeliovich
(Heidelberg, Max Planck Inst.) , E. Leader (Birkbeck
Coll.) , Jacques Soffer (Marseille, CPT) , T.L. Trueman
(Brookhaven) .
Published in Phys.Rev.D59:114010,1999. 

And, after building proton-carbon polarimeters,
we (2002-3) built a polarized atomic
hydrogen jet target, an absolute polarimeter for
for RHIC, using p-p CNI. 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Buttimore%2C%20Nigel%20H%2E%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Trinity+Coll.,+Dublin
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Kopeliovich%2C%20B%2EZ%2E%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Heidelberg,+Max+Planck+Inst.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Leader%2C%20E%2E%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Birkbeck+Coll.


RHIC proton 
beam

H-jet-target system

Recoil proton

• Height: 3.5 m

• Weight: 3000 kg

• Entire system moves along 
x-axis −10 ~ +10 mm to 
adjust collision point with 
RHIC beam.

IP12

zy
x

target
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Target polarization

Correct H2, H2O contamination. 
Divided by factor 1.037

1 day

Nuclear polarization of the 
atoms measured by BRP: 
95.8% ± 0.1%

Ptarget = 92.4% ± 1.8%

Nuclear polarization

Polarization cycle                     
(+/ 0/ − ) = (500/50/500) seconds

%2P
P

etargt

etargt =
∆Very stable for entire run period !



Ch#1

α source for 
energy calibration
241Am(5.486 MeV) 

How to identify elastic events ?

proton beam

Forward scattered
proton

proton 
target recoil proton

Array of Si detectors measures TR & ToF of recoil particles.
Channel # corresponds to recoil angle θR.
2 correlations (TR & ToF ) and (TR & θR ) the elastic process

Ch#2Ch#3Ch#4Ch#5Ch#6Ch#7Ch#8Ch#9Ch#10Ch#11,12Ch#13Ch#14Ch#15Ch#16Ch#1-16

Ch# ∝ θR, θR big ⇒ TR big  
⇒ fast protons

( ) 02 <−= inout ppt

θR

Ch#1
#16



• Compare measured AN and expected curve with |r5| =0 
χ2/ndf = 13.4/14, |r5| is consistent with zero!

φφ55
hadhad is consistent with is consistent with 

zero at zero at √√s = 13.7 GeV.s = 13.7 GeV.

√s=13.7 GeV
PLB 638 (2006), 450-454

had

had
5p

5 Imt
m

r
+φ−

φ
=

Set r5 as free parameter: 

χ2/ndf = 11.1/12

Im r5 = −0.015 ± 0.029

Re r5 = −0.0008 ± 0.0091

|r5| is consistent with zero!

Results of AN in the CNI region @ √s=13.7 GeV

|r5| =0

( ) 2em*had
5

had*em
5N ImA +++ φφφ+φφ−≈

One photon exchange contribution!



AN at 24 GeV/c

Set rSet r55 as free parameter as free parameter 
ImIm rr55 = = −−0.108 0.108 ±± 0.0740.074
Re rRe r55 = = −−0.006 0.006 ±± 0.0310.031
χχ22//ndfndf = 2.87/7= 2.87/7

preliminary

|r5|=0

0.8 M events

Compare measured AN and expected curve with |r5| =0   
χ2/ndf = 35.5/9.

r5 has √s dependence ? Not improbable in theory.



Contribution to theoretical understanding of AN

Prediction:

AN at 24GeV/c

Input: AN
pC at 24GeV/c, 100GeV/c

AN
pp at 100GeV/c

-t (GeV/c)2

AN

Prediction by L. Trueman (BNL)

AN 24GeV/c Data vs. prediction



Spin asymmetries for elastic proton scattering 
and the spin dependent couplings of the 
Pomeron.
T.L. Trueman (Brookhaven) . BNL-HET-07-14, 
Nov 2007. 
Published in Phys.Rev.D77:054005,2008. 
e-Print: arXiv:0711.4593 [hep-ph]

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Trueman%2C%20T%2EL%2E%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/www?icncp=Brookhaven


…however, let’s look at the 1999 paper again



Raw asymmetries from RUN5

etargtε

beamε

etargt
etargt

beam
beam PP

ε
ε

=

Yellow beam 3.7M events Blue beam 2.9M events

AN

AN×Ptarget

Run5 statistics Yellow: 5.3 M events

Blue:    4.2 M events



RUN5 Absolute beam polarization 
at 100GeV/c

P(target) = 92.4% P(target) = 92.4% ±± 1.8%1.8%
stat.       sys.stat.       sys.

P(blue beam)    = 49.3% P(blue beam)    = 49.3% ±± 1.5% 1.5% ±± 1.4%1.4%
P(yellow beam)= 44.3%  P(yellow beam)= 44.3%  ±± 1.3% 1.3% ±± 1.3%1.3%

Achieve goal !!Achieve goal !!
( )
( ) %2.4
beamP
beamP

=
∆



Measurement of the Analyzing Power AN in 
pp elastic scattering in the CNI region with a 
Polarized Atomic Hydrogen Gas Jet Target

Hiromi Okada from RIKEN

I. Alekseev, A. Bravar, G. Bunce, 
S. Dhawan, O. Eyser, R. Gill, W. Haeberli, 

O. Jinnouchi, A. Khodinov,
K. Kurita, Z. Li, Y. Makdisi, 

I. Nakagawa, A. Nass, S. Rescia,  N. Saito, 
H. Spinka, E. Stephenson, D. Svirida, 

T. Wise, A. Zelenski



Polarization Measurements
2006 Run

P=60%

E_beam = 100 GeV



RHIC Polarized Collider
BRAHMS & PP2PP 

STAR

PHENIX

AGS

LINAC
BOOSTER

Pol. H- Source

Spin Rotators
(longitudinal polarization)

Siberian Snakes

200 MeV Polarimeter

RHIC pC PolarimetersAbsolute Polarimeter (H↑ jet)

AGS pC Polarimeter
Strong AGS Snake

Helical Partial Siberian Snake

PHOBOS

Spin Rotators
(longitudinal polarization)

Siberian Snakes

2006: 1 MHz collision rate; P=0.6
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